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NOMENCLATURE
The axes systems and sign conventions are presented in figure 1. Lift, drag, and pitching
moments are presented about the stability axes; side force, rolling moments, and yawing moments
are presented about the body axes.
b wing span
CQ drag coefficient, — -qS
C, rolling-moment coefficient about the body axes, rollmg'moment
' qSb
CT lift coefficient, — -
qS
Cm pitching-moment coefficient (see fig. 2 for moment-center location), - - ^ -
 qSc
C_ yawing-moment coefficient about the body axes, yawmg moment
qSb
Cy side-force coefficient about the body axes, -
qS
c wing chord
caft portion of wing chord aft of the 0.25c line
cfwd portion of wing chord forward of the 0.25c line
croot w*n£ root cnord
c wing mean aerodynamic chord
H vertical distance from wing reference plane to base line (see fig. 3 (a))
— lift-to-drag ratio
M Mach number
q free-stream dynamic pressure
RN/L unit Reynolds number in millions per meter
r body radius
S wing area




x chordwise distance along airfoil
x1 axial distance along body from the 57.45 cm longitudinal station
Y distance along wing span (see fig. 3 (a))
z vertical distance above the airfoil chord line
a angle of attack, deg
A5fl aileron deflection; for example, A8fl = 15° corresponds to the left aileron being deflected
downward 15° and the right aileron being deflected upward 15°
A sweep angle measured between a perpendicular to the body axis and the 0.25c line of the
wing in a horizontal plane (the right wing tip is forward for positive A's), deg
IV
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SUMMARY
The effects that deflection of conventional ailerons have on the lateral/directional characteris-
tics of an oblique wing mounted on top of a body of revolution were measured. The wing had an
aspect ratio of 6 (based on the unswept wing span) and was tested at various sweep angles ranging
from 0° to 60°. Kriiger nose flaps mounted on drooped-nose flaps were investigated on the
downstream wing panel (for sweep angles of 45° and 60°) in an attempt to create more symmetrical
spanwise wing stalling at high lift coefficients. The tests were conducted over a Mach number range
of 0.25 to 1.4 and an angle-of-attack range from -3° to 28°.
With the oblique wing in the swept position, considerable difference in the aileron effective-
ness was measured for positive or negative differential aileron deflections. With the wing swept 45°
at a Mach number of 0.8 and above, an extension of the span of the Kriiger nose flaps on the
downstream wing panel did not improve the linearity of the pitching-, rolling-, and yawing-moment
curves.
INTRODUCTION
It was shown in reference 1 that a wing-body combination employing a low aspect-ratio
oblique wing (suitable for highly maneuverable vehicles) had greater aerodynamic efficiency than a
conventional, fixed-sweep wing design over a Mach number range of 0.6 to 1.4. At a Mach number
of 0.95, the maximum lift-to-drag ratio measured for the oblique-wing design was about twice that
of the fixed-sweep design, both having 45° of sweep. At high lift coefficients, planar oblique wings
suffer from an asymmetrical spanwise distribution of section lift coefficients and related asymmetri-
cal stalling; this leads to nonlinear pitching-, rolling-, and yawing-moment curves.
Several possible means for overcoming this asymmetry of wing stalling have been investigated;
namely, upward wing bending in references 2 and 3, Kriiger nose flaps in reference 4, and drooped-
nose flaps in reference 5. Kriiger-nose flaps, mounted on drooped-nose flaps (deflected 5°) on the
downstream wing panel, proved to be the only method investigated that considerably improved the
linearity of the moment curves. In reference 4, the Kriiger flaps covered only a portion of the
downstream wing span of the oblique wing; therefore, in the present investigation the effect, on the
spanwise stall progression, of having the Kriiger nose flaps extend up to the wing-body juncture was
explored.
*Project Engineer, ARO, Inc., Moffett Field, Calif. 94035.
The present investigation was undertaken mainly to measure the effectiveness of conventional
ailerons on an oblique wing at various angles of sweep over a Mach number range of 0.25 to 1.4.
The same intermediate bend, oblique wing that was used in reference 2 was selected for this study.
It was necessary to test these ailerons with both positive and negative differential deflections


















DROOPED-NOSE FLAP DEFLECTION, degb
LEFTSIDE3
KRUGER NOSE FLAP SPAN (IF DELETED, SPAN IS THE
SAME AS SHOWN IN REFERENCE 4; IF 2, SPAN IS THE





OBLIQUE WING, INTERMEDIATE BEND
aWhen symbol is deleted, Kriiger flaps are removed or ailerons and drooped-nose flaps are
undeflected.
bWhen number is deleted, ailerons or drooped-nose flaps are undeflected. A positive number
corresponds to the amount in degrees that the left aileron is deflected downward and the right
aileron is deflected upward.
TEST FACILITY
The Ames 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel is a variable pressure, continuous flow, closed return-type
facility. The nozzle ahead of the test section consists of an asymmetric sliding block which permits
a continuous variation of Mach number from 0.25 to 2.3. The test section has a perforated floor
and ceiling for boundary-layer removal to permit transonic testing.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The model consisted of an oblique wing mounted on top of a Sears-Haack body of revolution
designed to have minimum wave drag for a given length and volume. With different fairing blocks
installed under the wing (fig. 2) the wing could be swept 0°, 45°, 50°, 55°, and 60°. Details of the
body and of the fairing blocks are given in table 3 of reference 3. Note in figure 2 that the wing
pivot point and the moment center are located at 0.40crooj. (A = 0°). The wing planform consisted
of two semiellipses having the same major axis but different minor axes in the ratio of 3:1 so that
the major axis is the quarter chord line. The aspect ratio of the wing (A = 0°) was 6.0. The wing
panels were bent upward to form the so-called intermediate bend shown in figure 3(a). With the
chord lines that are perpendicular to the quarter chord line remaining in horizontal planes, this type
of bending is equivalent to wing twist when the wing is swept — that is, washout on the downstream
panel and washin on the upstream panel. Additional geometric wing and body details are presented
in table 1.
A subcritical Garabedian airfoil section with a maximum t/c = 0.1016 (designed for a lift
coefficient of 1.3 at a Mach number of 0.6) was used perpendicular to the quarter chord line. This
profile, shown in figure 3(b), was adjusted in maximum thickness from 0.1 Ic at the wing root to
0.06c at the wing tip, according to the elliptical equation given in figure 3(a). Coordinates for the
Garabedian profile are given in table 2.
The model was equipped with 0.25c ailerons that covered 45 percent of the wing semispan as
shown in figure 3(c). For each aileron deflection, the gaps near the aileron nose were sealed and
faired in smoothly with the wing contour.
The Kruger nose flaps were similar to those used on the same wing in reference 4; however,
with the wing swept 459, the flap span was increased up to the wing-body juncture. With the wing
swept 60°, the Kruger nose flap span was the same as that for the wing swept 45°; therefore, a slight
gap existed between the end of the flap and the body for this case. All gaps between Kruger nose
flap segments shown in figure 3(c) were sealed. These flaps were only used on the downstream wing
panel and were mounted on the nose flaps that were drooped 5°. The upper surface of the
Kriiger-nose flaps was faired into the nose flaps with putty.
DATA REDUCTION AND TEST PROCEDURE
The model was sting-supported through the base of the model on a 6-component electrical
strain-gage balance as shown in figure 4. Measured drag forces were corrected to a condition
corresponding to having the free-stream static pressure on the base of the fuselage. Moment data are
presented about a center located on the body axis at 0.4croo<. (A = 0°) (see fig. 2). Reference
lengths and the wing area used in the reduction of the data are given in table 1.
Boundary-layer transition strips (0.1905 cm wide), consisting of a random distribution of glass
spheres 0.01905 cm in diameter, were placed on the upper and lower surface of the wing 0.762 cm
downstream of the wing and Kriiger nose flap leading edges, and on the body 2.54 cm behind its
tip. Sublimation studies made at wing sweep angles of 0° and 45° (flaps retracted) indicated that
the boundary layer was tripped by the glass spheres near the roughness strips at a = 0° and 10° at
Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.9. Estimates of the required size of roughness to trip the boundary layer
at other sweep angles and higher Mach numbers indicate that the chosen size should be adequate.
For most of the data, the unit Reynolds number was held constant at 8.2X 106/m; however, at
a Mach number of 0.25 the unit Reynolds number was sometimes reduced to 5.7X 106/m, because
of the dynamic overload restrictions of the balance. The model was mounted on a sting that was
bent 10° to increase the maximum angle of attack; the resulting angle-of-attack range was from -3°
to 28°. Angle of attack was indicated by an electrical dangleometer mounted in the support located
downstream of the sting. Corrections were applied to the indicated angle of attack for balance and
sting deflections.
oFor the aileron effectiveness measurements, the wing sweep was held successively at 0 ,45
50°, 55°, and 60°. With the wing in a swept position, the right and left ailerons were differentially
deflected both plus and minus 5°, 10°, and 15°, because of the asymmetric spanwise loading
associated with oblique wings.1 For the Kriiger nose flap measurements, the wing was swept either
45° or 60°.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An indication of the effectiveness of the Kriiger nose flaps in controlling the flow separation
on the downstream wing panel of the oblique wing with intermediate bend, mounted with a sweep
angle of 45°, is presented in figures 5 through 11. Similar results for the oblique wing mounted with
a sweep angle of 60° are presented in figures 12 through 18. To assist in evaluating the Kriiger nose
flap results given in figures 5 through 18 for Mach numbers of 0.6 and above, results are also
presented for the plain oblique wing. In figures 5 through 10, results from reference 4 for the
oblique wing (A = 45°) equipped with the shortened Kriiger nose flap, are also presented for
comparison purposes. Similar data for the oblique wing swept 60° and with the shortened Kriiger
nose flap were not obtained. The aileron effectiveness on the oblique wing is presented in figures 19
through 22 for A = 0°; in figures 23 through 29 for A = 45°; in figures 30 through 36 for A = 50°;
1A positive aileron designation (A6fl) on the figures corresponds to the extent, in degrees, that the left aileron
is deflected downward and the right aileron deflected upward.
in figures 37 through 43 for A = 55°; and in figures 44 through 50 for A = 60°. In figures 19
through 50, the effects of aileron deflection on the static longitudinal stability characteristics are
presented for a differential aileron deflection of ±15° only; the effectiveness of the aileron for
producing rolling moments, yawing moments, and side force is presented for differential aileron
deflections of ±5°, ± 10°, and ± 15°.
Kriiger Nose Flaps
At Mach numbers of 0.25, 0.40, and 0.60, with a wing sweep of 45°, an extension of the span
of the Kriiger nose flap (mounted on only the downstream wing panel) up to the fuselage had the
favorable effect of changing the "pitch-up" to a "pitch-down" tendency at C^'s between about 0.9
and 1.2. This extension also made the rolling-moment curves more linear, but had no beneficial
effect on the yawing-moment curves (see figs. 5 through 7). At Mach numbers of 0.80 and above
and a wing sweep of 45°, an extention of the span of the Kriiger nose flaps did not improve the
linearity of the pitching-, rolling-, and yawing-moment curves (see figs. 8 through 11).
At subsonic Mach numbers between 0.6 and 0.9, and for a wing sweep of 60°, the Kriiger nose
flaps (mounted on only the downstream wing panel) reduced the "pitch-up" tendency of the plain
wing between lift coefficients of 0.7 and 1.0, and produced slightly more linear Cy, Cn, and Cj
curves (see figs. 14 through 16). At Mach numbers of 0.95 and 1.4 (figs. 17 and 18), there was little
or no improvement in the linearity of either the Cm or Cj curves.
Aileron Effectiveness
For subsonic Mach numbers and all angles of wing sweep, somewhat larger rolling moments
were produced by deflecting the aileron on the trailing wing panel upward and deflecting the aileron
on the leading wing panel downward (negative A5a) than resulted from deflecting these ailerons in
the opposite direction (e.g., see figs. 23(e) and 23(0 through figs. 26(e) and 26(f))- At low lift
coefficients, it can be observed that more than 15° of aileron deflection on each wing panel is
required to trim the rolling moment related to having the wing panels bent upward to the
intermediate bend position. Since it was pointed out in reference 2 that bending the wing upward,
to the form of the wing with intermediate bend, did not improve the asymmetrical spanwise wing
stall; it only produced rolling moments to be trimmed at low lift coefficients. A better wing design
might not have any upward bend and thus no associated rolling moments. At high lift coefficients,
considerably more than 15° of aileron deflection on each panel would be required to trim the
rolling moments resulting from the asymmetry of wing stalling. As shown in figures 23(c)
through 50(c), the deflection of ailerons on swept oblique wings produces large pitching moments
which would at least partly have to be trimmed by an auxiliary horizontal surface. However, for an
oblique-winged airplane designed with positive static longitudinal stability and no builtin wing bend,
the pitching moment produced by aileron deflection could be nearly "self trimming." At supersonic
Mach numbers, slightly greater rolling moments were produced by deflecting the aileron on the
trailing wing panel downward and deflecting the aileron on the leading wing panel upward (positive
A6fl), than by deflecting these ailerons in the opposite direction; for example, see figures 27(e)
and 27(0 or 28(e) and 28(0-
CONCLUDING REMARKS
With the oblique wing in the swept position, considerable difference in the aileron effectiveness
was measured for positive or negative differential aileron deflection. More than 15° of aileron
deflection on each wing panel was required to trim the rolling moments produced at low lift
coefficient when the wing panels were bent upward (in an attempt to alleviate the asymmetric
spanwise wing stalling) and to trim the rolling moments at high lift coefficients due to wing stalling.
With the wing swept 45° at a Mach number of 0.8 and above, an extension of the span of the
Kriiger nose flaps on the downstream wing panel did not improve the linearity of the pitching-,
rolling-, and yawing-moment curves. With the wing swept 60° at Mach numbers of 0.60 and 0.80,
the Kriiger nose flaps (mounted on only the downstream wing panel) reduced the pitch-up tendency
of the plain wing and produced slightly more linear rolling- and yawing-moment curves, but had no
beneficial effects at the higher Mach numbers.
: Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, Calif. 94035, June 3, 1976
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TABLE 1.-MODEL GEOMETRY
Body






Planform ellipticity about 0.25 c line 4.7:1
Span 90.51cm
Span (reference) . 71.12cm
Area (reference) 1365.09 cm2
Mean aerodynamic chord (reference), c 20.88 cm
Root chord 19.20cm
Aspect ratio (A = 0) ' 6.0
Aspect ratio (A = 45°) 3.2
Incidence relative to body centerline 0
Profile perpendicular to 0.25 c line Garabedian, subcritical
(see table 2)
TABLE 2.-COORDINATES FOR GARABEDIAN PROFILE
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POSTMASTER: If Undeliverable (Section 158Postal Manual ) Do Not Return
"The aeronautical and space activities of the United States shall be
conducted so as to contribute . . . to the expansion of human knowl-
edge of phenomena in the atmosphere and space. The Administration
shall provide for the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination
of information concerning its activities and the results thereof."
—NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT OF 1958
NASA SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
TECHNICAL REPORTS: Scientific and
technical information considered important,
complete, and a lasting contribution to existing
knowledge.
TECHNICAL NOTES: Information less broad
in scope but nevertheless of importance as a
contribution to existing knowledge.
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS:
Information receiving limited distribution
because of preliminary data, security classifica-
tion, or other reasons. Also includes conference
proceedings with either limited or unlimited
distribution. _ ^
CONTRACTOR REPORTS: Scientific and
technical information generated under a NASA
contract or grant and considered an important
contribution to existing knowledge.
TECHNICAL TRANSLATIONS: Information
published in a foreign language considered
to merit NASA distribution in English.
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS: Information
derived from or of value to NASA activities.
Publications include final reports of major
projects, monographs, data compilations,
handbooks, sourcebooks, and special
bibliographies.
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
PUBLICATIONS: Information on technology
-uscd^by NASA char may be of particular'" "~"
interest in commercial and other non-aerospace
applications. Publications include Tech Briefs,
Technology Utilization Reports and
Technology Surveys.
Details on the availability of these publications may be obtained from:
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION OFFICE
N A T I O N A L A E R O N A U T I C S A N D S P A C E A D M I N I S T R A T I O N
Washington, D.C. 20546
